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Miniature Orchestra
To Open Season
Stiedry To Feature

Chamber Music
The Mount Vernon Concert series opens next Thursday evening

November 1G with a concert presented by the orchestra of The New
The New
Friends of Music
Friends of Music is an organization founded by I R Hirschmann
for the purpose of reviving interest in the chamber music and
other small orchestral works of

km i m
Kenyon College

Deadline for entries in Mrs
Anthony
Eastmans Bookshoppe Photographic
Contest is Tuesday November 21
Any student or faculty
member is eligible to enter
any matted photograph which
lias not been previously exhibited in a Kenyon Competition
All photographs will be
hung in the Bookshoppe until
November 27
US Camera
1910 the photographers bible
comes out on that day and
will be awarded to the winner
of the competiion
Judgment will be based on
the opinions of Art Director
Norris Hahming and Photography Club President Jack
Clements plus balloting by
Uookshoppe patrons during
Prospective enthe week
trants are warned to use
the darkroom as early as possible
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One of the more frequently discussed subjects around the Hill
recently has been the subject of the
college curriculum
There have
been those who have taken radical
stands in favor of the abolishment
of the class system
attainment
tests and concentration in a major and there have been those
who have inclined to a more consuggest
minor
servative
and
changes such as unlimited cuts
Some
lor senior honor students
of the men have taken reactionary
stands and would violently resent
any changes in the curriculum
The Collegian has undertaken to
question a number of students on
the question and below are samples
Continued on page four

Northwestern University has
banned the use of portable radios
during football
in the stands
games
Princeton University was the
first school to abolish rules requiring attendance at classes

Shoppy Parker Succeeds Self
As Gambier Voters Swarm To Polls

Mayor
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With a firm conviction that democracy is the best policv Gambier
went to the polls last Tuesday
While questions of
Bread and
Butter and pension amendments
were clouding the issue elsewhere
the good people of Gambier set
forth in a straightforward manner
to elect their governing
body
Though Kenyon students have
been denied local suffrage since the
time in the dark ages when their
majority elected a rather shady
character over President Teirce
nevertheless Kenyon garnered its
share of Tuesdays glory
Harold Parker who has served
the school for many years in many

ways succeeded himself as mayor
Moreover Charley
of Gambier
Carpenter was elected to the Board
as was Chuck Lord who is number
one assistant to Banker Brown
Fred Frye assistant to Mr Camp
was elected to the oilice of Clerk
In all Kenyons conquests were
many
Certainly the town of Gambier
is the true symbol of democracy
The governing body here has never
shown signs of corruptions and
under the present administration
the citizens of Gambier will get a
new sewage system and a new
Through the years
Post Otliee
Gambier marches on
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Kenvons lone dormant snpiil
life will burst into bloom on Fri
day when ladies from the four
corners of the earth gather to
spread joy among the Kenyons
Once again the weekend will be
devoted to the appreciation and
amusement of the much abused
fairer
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Musical Discourse

Professor John Crowe Ransom
has been invited to speak at the
Described and Played
Language and Literature Conference to be held December first and
Medieval Instruments
second at the University of Iowa
Miv Ransoms paper will open a
Holding the audience enthralled discussion on the value of foreign
with her personal charm and a language study especially in high
most interesting story of music school foi tliecolKe sLiulenf of
and musical instruments during English
Suzanne Bloch
the Renaissance
appeared before the College in an
assembly in Rosse Hall last Thursday
Miss Bloch lutenist of wide- Czech
spread fame described to the members of the College and played for
them a lGth cntury lute a virA master To
ginal and a recorder
of any of these instruments is
very hard to find today particularly the lute a nineteen stringed
Dr Odlozilik to Discuss
instrument that looks something
like a mandolin and sounds like an
Origin of World War II
organ
Mis Bloch first told the
College a short history of the instrument and then played several
College Assembly speaker
Among those was forThe
pieces on it
November 16th will
Thursday
music from Poland and France
be Dr Otakcr Odlozilik eminent
Because of the briefness of her Czech historian who is now in Chiallotted time Suzanne Bloch con- cago
tinued with a few selections on
Dr Odlozilik was on the faculty
the virginal
The virginal is a
keyboard instrument played like a of Charlts University in Prague
From
piano She described the workings from 12 until recently
of the instrument When the keys 1928 to 1930 he was also visitingare struck small pieces of leather professor at the School of Slavonic
University
of London
strike the strings and thereby pro- Studies
duce the sound The tones are ex- Last June he came to this country
ceedingly difficult to describe but and lectured during the summer
Miss Bloch told her fascinated session at the University of Coloraudience that some people believe ado
He had his return passage
that the instrument got its name on the Bremen for October 4th
because Queen Elizabeth played it and writes
The summer school
However she found out that the ended on August 2ith and the
virginal had been named before Bremen disappeared
soon after
the days of Queen Elizabeth First that date and I have had to
Continued on page four
change my plans
Dr Odloziliks
subject for the College Assembly
speech will be
Origins and Is aies
Executive Committee
of the European Conflict

Historian

Address Assembly

In the first two meetings of the
Executive Committee of the Student Council held on October 2 and
November i the following allotments were made to those organizations on the campus which received financial aid from the Student Assembly Fund
1940 Reveille
per man in
school to be applied on subscription
Kenyon Singers
100 lump
sum
SI per man in school
Hilca
to be applied on subscription
Dramatics Club
00 lump
sum to provide for student admission to plays
Kenyon Collegian
Rl per man
in school
to apply on subscription
The athletic committee as usual
receives su nf the S2i student
assembly fee All allocations listed
were given for the entire year
This year the Executive Committee
is requiring a monthly financial
report to le submitted by every
orgam7- il on receiving financial aid
from the fund

McCleary Scheduled
For Philo Meeting

Faculty Invited To
Attend Forum
Philomathcsian held a business
meeting on Sunday evening November 5 at 7 PM in Philnmathesian Hall
The constitution of
Philomathcsian as adopted in 1911
was revised and adopted as revised

At this meeting plans were made
for future programs
It was decided that the next meeting of the
society would be held early in
December At this time Mr R D
McCleary will discuss his article
in the October Hilca
Kenyon
Needs An Educational Streamlining in a meeting which will be
open to the public
It has hern
planned to invite the members of
the faculty on the curricular committee to this meeting
At a later date Dr Black Professor of Speech will discuss parliamentary procedure
The dates
for these two meetings will he
announced at a future date

entertained

by

Walter

Knick and his band have

become very popular in Columbus
and as a result they have been

Stabile and His Saxtet

Bloch Charming In Ransom To Address
Conference In Iowa

sex

Chief attraction in the three
day period of relaxation will be
Mr Dick Stabile and his band who
will furnish the music for the
dance on Friday evening Stabile
and Co have been enthusiastic
ally received in Cleveland recently and come from successful engagements in New York City and
other spots in the East
He and
his band should be able to keep
the party going until the wee small
hours begin to get larger As usual
the Friday evening allair will last
from eleven till five
On Saturday evening the throngwill

To Require Monthly
Financial Statements

Mayor Parker and His City Hall

WEDNESDAY

Revelers To Caper
11 PM to 5 AM
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In Supporting Cast

Cuts and Curriculum
Under Discussion

TO APPEAR

For Female Onslaught

3 Freshmen hold Roles

Views On Education

CLITTER HOUSE

Kenyon Prepares

r

Students Express

DR

Stabile Gambier- Bound For Fall Dance

Dr Clitterhouse Wed

Conductor Stiedry
the 18th century
The organization felt that for a satifactory rendition of these works an orchestra
similar to the orchestras of that
period was necessary it was for
this purpose that the New Friends
of Music Orchestra was organized
Continued on page three
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Smalls Version Of

The Amazing Dr Clitterhouse
with Chase Small as the good doctor opens the Kenyon Dramatic
Clubs season at 800 Wednesday
night in Nu Pi iXappa Hall
Supporting cast includes Don
Widemer as Benny Kellerman
Mrs Helen Black at Daisy Mrs
Catherine Titus as Nurse Ann
Bud
Tom Huff as Pal Green
Larry
Southard as Badger Lee
George
Bell as Inspector Charles
Jack
McNary as Sir William
Cavender as Oakie Hal Hoffman
as Tug Jack Betts as the Constable and Bud Sawyer as the
Sergeant It is the first effort of
Freshmen Widemer Southard and
Betts
Eric Hawke and Fritz Lohman
are arranging properties lightingwill be handled by Art Cox and
Henry Volkmar programs by Dick
Lemmon publicity by Don Young
and Ken Dalby Other aides are
Dave McCloud Allan MacDonald
Dick Storm and Bud Owen
Central idea is the research work
into crime and crooks carried on
by and exclusive doctor who
weary of his routine practice joins
a gang of crooks to study the effects of crime upon their appearance and health
Admission free to Kenyon students all other 35 cents

i

Air Waves Carry

featured over the Columbus radio
stations all fall On Saturday the
dance will last till midnight and
the parties will go on all over the

campus

Earlier on Saturday Kenyon men
and their dates will trek to Jess
Hawkins Sunset Club for the Tea
Dance The Club will be turned
over to Kenyon for the afternoon
One of Six Speakers
and the change of scene should
Sponsored by
serve to make the rest of the
weekend more pleasant
Each division has plans of its
Gordon Keith Chalmers
Dr
president of Kenyon College was own for auxiliary parties and
me of the spuaivui s un uiu jvincri- 1 ucivuMiy u ties anu hay rides and
can Forum of the Air last night the ilk will serve to keep the
in a nation- wide hook- up over the young ladies occupied
Mutual Broadcasting System from
Washington D C from8 to 9 PM
Eastern Standard Time Dr Chalmers was one of six Phi Beta KapFine
pa men all college presidents who
spoke on the topic How Can We
Begin Now to Organize
for
In
Peace
under the auspices of the
of Phi Beta
United Chapters
Kappa
In addition to Dr Chalmers the
Forensic Event
educators who spoke on the Forum
To Surpass Last Year
broadcast wore President Thurston J Davies of Colorado College
Colorado President Franklin W
This is the one thing which I
Johnson of Colby College Watcrville Maine President John J have waited a life- time to see
Tigert of the University of Flori- such was the enthusiastic comment
da President Daniel L Marsh of of one of the audience at last
Boston University and President years Prize Oratorical contest Dr
considered it the outstandAmaud C Marts of Bucknell Uni- Black
ing forensic event of last year
versity Lewisburg Pennsylvania
Everyone who attended the contest
Dr William Allison Shinier secreyear was favorably impressed
tary of the United Chapters of last
will remember Don EndtPhi Beta Kappa was chairman of Everyone
eis
beautiful delivery the sinTheodore cerity
the panel discussion
of Fred llenschels anneal
Granik is director of the program
persecuted
tlic
lor
and the
The complete text of Dr Cha- startling condition of Jew
Mr Hawke
lmers address will be found on page unhoused third of a nation
four
The unusually high quality f
last years performance has leac
Dr Black to expect even fine
IRC Representatives
things in the second Prize Oratori
cal Contest which will take p lace
To Convene In Berea
so on after the Christmas
hoi
days
There will be three ash
prizes this year totaling foil
Ihe
To Consider Democracy money will be divided into a
a
10 prize
a
and
ir
The
winner
In The Crisis
of the first prize will probably
represent Kenyon College at the
The annual International Rela- Ohio Oratorical Contest to be hoi
tions Clubs of the Ohio Valley at Kenyon early in February
Conference will assemble at Berea
The contest will be carried on
College in Berea Kentucky to dis- in the polished tradition
of last
cuss international allairs on Fri- year
It will be formal am the
day November 17 and the follow- speakers will wear formal dress
ing day The conference will as- Manuscripts will be due on Monsemble from four states including day December 12
Anyone inOhio Indiana West Virginia and terested in entering the contest
Kentucky and under speakers of should contact Dr Black at once
national repute they will consider
Democracy In The Crisis
anil
American Foreign Policy
The Pre- Medics Witness
be
conference will
under the direction of the Carnegie Peace FoundAutopsy Drake Performs
ation
The Kenyon Club will be represented by a delegate who will reAnything goes in the PreM- edical
port on the resolutions oC the conand Tuesday night of
ference upon his return The I PC last Society
week Dr Drake called on
of Kenyon College is one of the
to watch an autopsy perlargest and most influential clubs members
formed by him and the Knox
in this conference
The lRC at County Coroner
in the back room
Kenyon is sponsored by Dr R D of a
Mount Vernon mortician
B
Cahall Profc- sor of History
The patient passed away that
and Political Science
morning fiom an undetermined disease which Dr Drake had atAll students who ordered sea- tempted a diagnosis of before the
son tickets for the concerts in Mt
patient died and later the autopsy
Vernon may purchase them from revealed that the diagnosis had
Dr Burner N A
anytime be- been correct
fore Thursday
The first conceit
This was the first autopsy that
will lie presented next Thnr- day most of the members of the Society
November in at 815 PM in the had watched and so were much
Memorial Theatre
impressed by it

Maimers Address
PBK

Black Expects
Oratory

Contest

i
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Spots of interest Xo Two The
at Commons on Ryebuck Birthday
of
Class
Secund
r
Ohk
Night
Into The Great Hall Mon
K enyon College
Matter
day night of last week marched a
College
BV
Member of thr Ohio
FOR NATIONAL ADVEHIISINO
RtPNEbtNreo
Singing the
solemn procession
Pivsd A- jsoclation
six
Pyebucks Forever
National Advertising Service Inc
immortal
Colics Publishers Representative
active members oi the Society
IijT Mubscriptioti- s arid Advertisnew York N Y
donned in their becoming hats of
liu- ilrieas
420 Madison Ave
ing il- tce mliJreaa tin
San Francisco
Los Ahgeles
Chicago
the
Boston
proceeded towards
Maimgcr J a m bi r ui u
straw
this small
center of the Hall
From the Press of
t un s
Two
Dollars a
SubHci
TIIK t Ml r Kill IliKSS
group was composed of many emill Ul Valium
W
M
Vernon Ohio
inent gentlemen Pyebucks Brouse
Cless Henry
Brown Cavender
Following behind
Member
and YVende
with engineer- capped heads bowed
nssociotocl Colic lSk lie Press
in evcrence were nine great per
sons of prominence destined to
Disiribulor of
carry on the great work ot thenNeophvtes Albach
predecessors
CdIIcHSk ilo
McNeil
Prosser
Bell
Harris
Settle Smith Street and Watts
These persons were there for a
Editor great
Theodore S Cobbey Jr 40
purpose the Society s rourth
Associate Editor Birthday
K
Donald McClcary 41
The group moved to
News Editor ward their flowerbedec- ked
41
banilallock llollman
Associate Sports Editor quet table and there in impresJohn Goldsmith 42
Associate Sports Editor sive splendor properly celebrated
Jack Borno 42
BUSINESS STAFF
Telegrams from admirers trom
Business Manager the Chicago alumni chapter and
George W McMullin 40
Manager
Circulation
others poured in and were read
Richard Shepherd 41
Advertising Manager
It was good for Ryebuck AshBud Llstug 41
Manager
Advertising
It was good for Rybuck
ford
William Cuthbert 42
these ballads filled the
Gretzer
air as the Ryebucks froliced The
climax came The Hall was silent
This Matter Of Education
Four great years of Ryebuckin
appeared in the form four small
candles placed upon a cake
And so
symbolism at its peak
its
and
education
It has always been our opinion that
the Ryebucks adjourned to initiate
problems existed only outside the pale of undergraduate specu- these new neophytes in front of a
candle- lighted altar
The vows
lation so it was with pleasure that we witnessed the perceptible were said and another year of
ripple caused by Mr McLearys article in the last issue of Ryebuckin was on its way For
such sincere inspiration and examllika It was only ripple but one warranting investigation ple of good living we therefore
The Collegian which has few academic inclinations prints in present The Ryebuck Society with
Around The Town
the weekly
part in this issue material gathered during a recent interview Empty Four Roses Bottle Award
is
it
Admittedly
with Kenyon students concerning education
StroBiology Henry
only a slab in the dark It is hoped however that similar hecker again brokeFrederick
into the nagenerate
will
tions headlines with the now fainterviews conducted on education in the future
Strohecker Celery Theory
student interest and questioning The question What is the mous
Said Kenyons famed Frof
If
intermeaning of a College Education might occasion some
all the celery eaten m one year
were eaten at once the noise could
esting bewilderment
be heard around the world
Mr
The Collegian does not recommend loss of sleep over this Strohecker refraind from com
question nor does it propose education as a suitable topic for menting further
ate

1ubllshed weekly during the
year by the students
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party conversation but it docs suggest that the victims at some
point in their four year career stand back and look at their afflictions The Collegian staff intends to take its own suggestion

WHY YES PANGO
Hero I am sitting in my study chair trying to fit a cigarette into
cigarette holder and wondering whether or not when a sinister looking little figure slinks around the door jamb and glares me
in the fact His dirty cap is planted over one eye and green smoke
seems to be coming from the other His lips are twisted into a lurid
Hello I say can you fit this cigarette into this holder for
sneer
ETAOIN
me
Im stuck
I
anyway
doing
you
here
What
are
Nope he growls and hisses
ask Im looking for a beer hall he mutters Im going to have a
pooche
What do you know I exclaim is it fun Nope he says it
isnt any fun because nobody will help me find a nice beer hall for me
to have my Pooche in
Thats a shame I say I with I could help
you but Im on the wagon
Which wagon he asks becoming interested Why I say on the
I though it
wagon I dont know what wagon who cares anyway
you
says
couldnt
he
some
to
hall
beer
going
wagon
might be a beer
Well I say pertell me where a nice beer hall is could you
plexed Im sort of a stranger around here myself but if little Pango
were here he could tell you
Shucks he says whipping his cap off you didnt recognize me
Little Pango I say that sure was some disguise I didnt even guess
Thats the trouble says Pango pouting nobody recognized me Well
I ask my curiosity being pinked what do you want with a beer hall
Are you going
Well says Tango Im thirsty and I want to think
to have a date for the dance I ask that has been on my brain for
a long time
That is what I want to think about answers Pango
you
Well yes I say getting the cigarette into the
do
think
what
No admits Pango but I wish I did
holder do you have a match
Nope says Pango I dont
I dont remember I say do you
do you
What are you talking about I summon up
remember anything
Well I
enough courage to ask About a beer hall answers Pango
suggest why dont you go over to Pete Scurvilegs place That den
I dont ever
of iniquity Pango says I wouldnt be found dead there
ever go there myself I say but sometimes I do when I have a date
That is just it says Tango I dont have a date Do you want one
Oh
You can says Pango who
I ask because I can get you one
I muse scratching my chin one of the Thi Beta girls from Ohio State
Really says Pango becoming all aglow
What kind do you want
I ask one with blue eyes and red hair or one with red eyes and
Certainly I assure him
blue hair Are they pretty asks Pango
they are so pretty they would put any Hollywood actress to shame
I bet they couldn put Hedy Lamarr and Lana Turner and Ann SherSure they could I say
idan to shame says Tango determinedly
I dont think thats fair says Tango
Oh I say well
any time
well well
Well I
Are they co- educational asks Tango smiling
They
say I woudnt know about that but they dont drink much
dont says Tango amazed And they dont smoke much either I say
What do you know about thai emits Tango silting down on the
Only what their mothers
floor and fanning his brow with his cap
tell me I say what do you know about it Nothing at all says Tango hastily defending himself next to nothing at all
Well I say do you want a short one or a long one
I could stand
a short one right now Tango says I didnt know you had any around
the place I dont I say False hospitality mutters Tango Listen
I say becoming aggravated I asked you if you wanted a short girl
or a tall one for the dance
Oh says Tango I dont want any at all none at all
Why not
I ask
I dont like them says Tango blandly I really dont like them
at all You do so I accuse him So I dont know my own mind says
Pango Ill got yu a rWt nr with hck hair blue eyes red lips
I say and a Cadillac roadster
Oh goody goody goody says Tango
do you think shell like me
Hmmm I mutter lighting my cigarette
and let it go at that
my new

llilssons Lectures

around the town
advisable on return trips from
The Sunset Club should inspect
the above- mentioned
Oddities in the News Delta Tau
Delta and Beta Theta Pi turned
the Gambier social circles into a
bedlam on Friday night of last
week when no less than six mem
bers of the latter joined six mem
bers of the former over an eight
in Middle Leonard
This unpre
cedented gesture was condemned
by many other Greek letter associ
ations on both sides The present
Russo- Nazi pact was cited as a
parallel to this move
Society
Several members of
North Leonard and East Wing
joined on Saturday night of last
week to travel northward to the
city of Mansfield where a delight
ful brawl was held in the basement
of the Troshek residence
Miss
Eleanor Troshek is well- known in
Kenyon circles
Dance Weekend We heard Dick
Stabile tonight and boy oh boy
No jitterbug is the
he is tough
writer but he s really got a darn
fine band
Very nice Saxaphone
section four gents who sing like
the Merrimacs and a fine little
A report
And incidently
girl
from Granville today says that
the Dean of Women of that msti
tution will be a guest this comingweekend in Gambier wonder how
shell like the beer cans in the
pasture
Is she perhaps spying on her children or might she
have a date with one ot the h ac
maybe
ultys young bachelors
Bui Ashford maybe Jim Brown
or maybe Don Gretzer

US Officials Tour
Colleges For Flyers
An Addition to

CAA

Washington DC
ACT
In another effort to build the na
tions air force to new strength and
power the US Army has begun
from here a giant drive to enlist
Sports Afield Many members of hundreds of college youth in the
Kenyon s smarter set joined with regular army s air training pro
other Knox County gentlemen to gram
open the Rabbit and Pheasant SeaArmy representatives are mak
son this past week
Mr C T ing tours of colleges m the several
Burner of Kenyons mathematics corps areas and applications are
department was accompanied by being taken lor those who wish
1
J Wende Kenyon sportsman to enter regular army air service
and William Elliot a well- known
However students are not be
graduate of Kenyon on a hunting ing urged to abandon their present
trip in tne north part o the college courses to take up train
country
Other hunters during ing at the army s
air schools
the week were R B Brown Jr
This program is in addition to
I
Richard Lehrer Mr McMurray the giant m- college training course
and others
being given to undergraduates by
Civil Aeronautics Authority
Invention
Mr Shepard Holt the
popular young bachelor of Middle
Kenyon
showed an astounded Klan Recommends
world this week a delightful invention designed to revolutionize Monahan Cheerleader
sleeping at Kenyon The device is
a fully prepared bed built into the
back of his coupe Mr Holt sugTwo items
interest were aired
gests gentlemen who find sleeping at a meeting of
of the Klan held last
Friday evening It was suggested
Speedbali Season Adds
that Tom Monahan be officially
appointed cheerleader and to be
assisted by a freshman
This
Kick To Intramurals
would mean organized cheering at
Kenyon after a long struggle Although this plan has not been
Phi Kaps Take Opener
officially approved it met with faThe 1939 Speedbali season at vorable comment among the Klan
It was announced that
Kenyon opened last Wednesday members
with a match between Middle Ken- Dr Burner and Dr Ashford would
yon and North Hanna
The Thi serve hereafter as faculty advisors
Kaps took top side of the 14- 7 for the Klan for a two and one
score to chall up their first victory year period respectively
After the meeting the Klan
for the year Outstanding player
for Middle Kenyon was Shep Holt sponsored an interesting collection
for North Hanna Lehecka Griffin of Sport shots taken largely from
and Chubbuck
Referee for the newsreels Almost every sport was
game was Rudy Kutler
among those pictured

flashes from other pans
Listen my children to a tale of
recognizing
a good Samaritan
the plight of yours truly one of
Kenyons finest has seen fit to
contribute to this column in an effor to better the status of said
Although he prefers to
column
remain anonymous he deserves the
honorary title of Tublic Benefactor
We are sincerely grateful for
his contributions and wish to encourage him and any others who
feel inclined to follow his leadership
Say this is swell liquor Whore
did you get it
Oh we just distilled the roommates blotter the one we mixed
drinks on all year
That from the Piivrli Doicl
And from the Log
Cop Hey dont you know that
youre not supposed to park on a
highway and make goo- goo eyes
Gut Aw dont be silly when a
guy has to goo he has to goo
Heres one for Webster
A kiss is a noun though often
used as a conjunction
It is never
declined it is more common than
proper is used in the plural and
agrees with all genders
Red Cat
Why do you court so divinely
after a few drinks
I drink rubbing alcohol
Aci

This concludes the jokes suggested by our contributors
Now something we dug up ourselves
He May I hiss you
May I
please kiss you
Say are you
deaf
She No Are you paralyzed
Carolina Buccaneer
Pome
Here I set an fuss and fret
While my seat is getting wet
Its enough to make
Teacher cant I leave the room
W hy delay me when von
nnw
That I simply have to go
Honest teacher Im not feigning
My car tops down and it is raining
Quip
Some facullv wit from Penn
State College
Dr C C Wernham
Botanv
speaking
Surely there are male
and female trees for haven t vou
heard of virgin forests
Give me a sentence with the word
Di versify
Im bad now but
Id be all diversify got married
Window
Window we eat
Felonies
John felonies head
U-

Nor Rhyme

Reviewed in Full

Nor Reason

Discusses Early
Greek Religion
Three weeks ago Dr Martin
formerly
Professor
P Nilsson
of Archaeology and Rector of the
University of Lund Sweden and
outstanding authority on Greek
Religion gave a series of six lectures on The Popular Elements of
The subject has
Greek Religion
not been well treated hitherto The
myths of the great gods and the
various aspects of the public cults
and festivals of the Greeks have
often been studied set forth in both
general and scholarly terms but
the popular elements the religion
of the simple man in his daily life
This
have been greatly neglected
series of lectures which will soon
be published in book form constitute the first inclusive treatment
of this important subject
The popular religion Dr Nilsson
pointed out reflects the agricultur
al and pastoral life of early
Greece To the simple man Zeus
was not the magnificent father of
gods and men but the sender of
the ram the guardian of the
house and the protector of the
stranger Demeter was important
as the great mother ot the crops
and Pan as the guardian of the
flocks
The Nymphs the spirits
of the woods and waters must be
kept on friendly terms and the
Heroes the powerful spirits of the
great dead could give help in war
Hermes once merely the spirit of
the stone- heap was the guide of
travellers and also of the souls of
the dead on their way to the cheer
less underworld
From ancient
times Apollo kept evil from the
door ot the house the Dioscuri
Castor and Pollux guarded its
stores and Hestia was the pro
tective spirit of its central hearth
All these gods received then
simple cult and rustic festivals at
stated times and in their cult it
was not prayers but acts par
ticularly the sacrifice ot food
which were important
When urban life arose and
manufacturing and trade began
Athena became important in the
popular religion as the goddess of
craftsmen and likewise the Cabin
as protectors of sea- commerce But
where the rural life was given up
much of the old agricultural pop
ular religion lost its meaning and
to fill the gap new gods were
borrowed from abroad such as
Hecate the goddess of witchcraft
and Sebasius
and the Great
Mother The physical inquiries of
the Sophists undermined the spirit
of the old popular religion and
legalistic formalism and supersti
tion were not infrequent The in
fluence of oracles and of omens
of a11 kinds from dreams and birds
and sacrifices had long been great
upon the individual and now they
became useful and powerful tools
m the hands ot the leaders of the
state for the moulding of public
opinion and the influencing of the
minds of citizens and soldiers Yet
in spite of formalism and change
even the typical city- dweller was
not a religious cynic and in the
rural districts the old popular re
ligion continued as before m harmony with the simple life from
which it sprang

Chalmers Answers
Need For Time
7 Minutes Added

To Lecture Period
The restrictions of class and
laboratory appointments in the
morning make it difficult to increase the time allotted for the
College Assembly but within the
limit of the bells as they are now
rung provision is being made for
a twenty- minute address instead

of one of fifteen minutes
The
Assembly program will begin two
minutes earlier and end three to
five minutes later
It is not always easy to detain
a speaker
throughout the day
since many speakers who come to
us come at great sacrifice of their
own time and must leave by airplane or by through train immediately Nonetheless a special effort
has been made to keep them for
other arrangements than the Col
lege Assembly and we shall continue to arrange when we can
other meetings than the morning
one
When possible I shall invite
the speaker of the morning to the
High table m Hall at lunch time
so that the students may talk with
him in the lounge immediately
after lunch All of the members
of the undergraduate body should
understand that when an Assembly speaker appears at lunch at
the High Table he will stop for a
while m the lounge afterwards
for general discussion
Gordon K Chalmers

In the early davs at the Univer
sity of Arkansas carrying concealed weapons was such a com
mon practice that the faculty
found it necessary to make a spe
Statuesque
statuWhats
cial ruling to force the students
esque
to leave their snootm irons at
From the Nehtviska A icy wan home
iterator
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What the world is wondering

is

who is responsible for the Tiuergerbrau beer hall bombing in which

Hitler and several members of the
Nazi high command were almost
killed
There seem to be three
possible parties to blame
the
who the Germans claim
British
the Germans
are responsible
who the British claim are responsible or some antir- evolutionary
faction in Germany who are
not being blamed by anybody
We may never find out who actually was behind the bombing
until long after the war is over
it then but we think that the
Germans have implicated themYou see
selves rather severely
at th state funeral held for the
poor innocent bystanders who were
killed instead of dor Fuehrer Hitler announced that he had conferred even more sleeping power
than before on the Nazis No 1
policeman
Heinrich
Himmler
Now it would seem that if the
police work which must accompany
Hitlers every move had been as
good as it should have been there
could not possibly have been any
bombing
This being the case
since there was bombing one would
think that there would be some
purges in a police force which had
not been efficient enough to protect
However
the precious Fuehrer
the move is in the other direction
and the police get additional
power The implication is obvious
Second big question of the week
is whether Belgium and Holland
are going to be invaded Conflicting rumors from every course have
been coming out of Europe for the
past five days and as yet no one
seems to be able to agree on what
has actually been happening lot
alone what is going to happen in
the future First the Netherlands
have flooded their borders then
they havent
This paper says
Hitler has massed his troops on
while
both the neutral borders
that one says the troop movements
are merely routine
However there does seem to be
general agreement on the fact that
Hitler sent a reply to the DutchBelgian peace proposal in which
he declared that neither of the
countries need fear for themselves
and that he would be glad to cooperate in any peace movement
either of them might institute
Furthermore the Nazis have constantly denied that there was any
threat to any neutral Foreign
Minister Joachim von Ribbentrop
so long as Holland
insists
and Belgium remain truly neutral
nothing will happen to them
What truly neutral means is
everybodys guess but on the
whole the Germans at any rate
seem convinced that the neutrals
will not be attacked
Nevertheless
the obvious military value of air bases in Holland
so near England and the simple
and effective strategic worth of
flanking the impregnable Maginot
line by means of an attack through
Belgium cannot be overlooked It
would be our guess that even
another three months will st- e the
two little buffer states swallowed
up into a war that is growing more
intense by the hour
Meanwhile six Balkan states in
southeastern Europe have agreed
to avoid war among themselves at
least until the end of World War
Rumania Jugo- Slavia BuII
lgaria Hungary Greece and Turkey all say they will make no
hostile move against each other
and will drop all mutual territorial
disputes for the duration of the
Italy
present European conflict
has been reported also willing to
guarantee she will take no aggressive steps against any of these
six Balkan countries
This is the first important move
to establish
a neutral bloc in
southeastern Europe and if it is a
success should materially affect
the course of the war on the
western front
The City of Flint is at hist
on its way home though whether
it can hope to get here through
the maze of blockades and mines
is still doubtful
The German r- ew
remains imprisoned in Norway
although the German government
has made strong even nasty pro

tests

Some people say that President
Roosevelt has learned for the first
from the public rcac
time
the debate on the neutrality ques
tion how solidly against war this
countrv roallv is and that this
may be a factor to keep the United
States out of the war Odds an
still about Ti- Ono in our opinion
that we will bo in within 8 months
and about 2- 1 that we will be in
before the war is over

Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology has set up a hoard to publish books written by its faculty
members
Cornell University has launched
whether
a project to determine
critical thinking about social problems can be developed in high
school pupils

KENYON

Muskingum Clinches
Conference Title

Salient
Sport

Student Reviews
Subsidization Plan

Otterbein Slip Under
Kenyon For Cellar Post

Slauts
By Berno
The Kenyon football season

It

is now time for all division quarterbacks to get together to discuss

necessary remedies for the current
team Whether or not the individual personally blames the team
the individual players coaches or
lack of reserve strength the whole
question ultimately simmers down
subsidation
to one subject
If Kenyon wants a winning team
even in the Ohio Conference some
say Kenyon must subsidize citing
the fact that other teams in this
same conference offer prospective
players anything from easy jobs
to steady girls
Kenyon has always sought to
attract a class of students even to
athletes who would be a credit to
Would a group
Kenyon as alumni
Vuio5
ns most naid foot
f
hnll nlavers are be a credit to
t-

Kenyon

dont believe Kenyon wants this
type of player representing her

Stu Holcombs fighting Muskin
gum
team
denniteiy
lootDall
cinched the Ohio Conference flag
when they smashed a valiant
Heidelberg eleven to the tune of
55 to 0 on th home field last Saturday
During the early part of
the season Capital Oberlin and
Denison gave chase after the
Musikies but when the final curtain was run down they were eating the dust and liking it
The past campaign was a great
success to all points of view ex
cept from that of Kenyon and Ot
terbein These two schools staged
a great fight for the cellar with
Otterbein the winner because of
the fact that Alfred Holbrook refused to score on the Lords and
thus ruined their near perfect record A sad finale all eyes will be
turned to Oberlin this week as
she does battle with Dr Hutchinsons dime a dozen boys If the
Yeomen defeat the Big Ten standard bearers then it appears that
the good doctor still has some
change coming

Yet perhaps there is a solution
star athletes are no bums nor
About one or two
tramp players

t

n

ton io

n

vnoH

and has good character

student
If Ken-

could attract this type of
player who wants an education
first and to play football secondly
t
vtavVianc hnth ideals of Ken
L11VII
1
To have a
yon could be met
clean respectame group 01 siuu
cuts 2 To have a winning team
Boys like Whizzer White of Color
aX
o Thmlpc
scholar and cur
rently Don Scott of Ohio State
who is also outstanding scnoiastically
tfpnvnn
ran not offer
if icIO tvno
wi
J
vrtcn moi
olmv nnrl wvite- uns
OSU and other schools are able
But this can be made up
to offer
in education Kenyon spirit and a
winning team
But other schools larger than
Kenvon can offer a good education
Qiiivifc
In
and a winninff team
onhrnle
tildes
UIlCM
wuvtj nfppr all
tlUUl HUM
American possibilities glory and
headlines
In view of this the athletes who
are good scholars overlook Kenyon
and go to these other schools
It is plain to see that Kenyon
cannot suosidize ana snouia not
vnf a team that is ranahle of win
ning games is possible if the boys
will cooperate with the coaches if
the coach will work the team
harder and themselves insist on
training regulations and a rigidly
iui iiru Liauinit iciuic emu 11 nic
faculty will bear in mind that
football as a game requires three
hours of hard work each day in
KTTXT
v hn in
uraer Jiu pi ouuce a 1T7TXTUN vr
yon

t-

XX

1

1

learn

From 1934 through 1038 Texas
Christian
Universitys
football
team was penalized 223 times while
its opponents were penalized 222
times

Football Poolers
Go Professional

The Phi Kapp football pool became too big to remain amateurs
and so turned to professionalism
as the only way out
After taking a sound beating at
the hands of the students last
The Phi Kapp underworld
week
bosses got together and decided
to dispense with their home made
pool which had turned into a stud
ent gravy train and adopt a syn
dicated professional pool
As one examined the pool as
strange teams
many
offered
greated the suckers eye he also
was astounded to discover that
some teams had six or even four
teen ooints advantage over their
ODPonents according to the pool
Truly a suckers paradise odds
anvwhere trom 6 to 1 to 1UU to i
were offered Yes at last the big
time gamblers were giving Bar
num s triends an even DreaK
After all games were over and
all tickets counted the Phi Kapps
paid off exactly five tickets out of
sixty- five tickets for a total of
12 won
Not bad tor experienced
nlavers
The pool is pleading that upsets
and ignorance accounted for the
Perhaps
low number of winners
but next week should also have
the College profits from this en
suckers

t

Mt Yernon Concert

Looks For Even Break

Sophomore Neophytes
Show Promise
The 1939- 40 Kenyon basketball
team opened its pre- season drill
this afternoon with a lengthy session in fundamentals
The prospects for the coming season are
unusually bright for a Kenyon
athletic squad The start may be
slow but the quintet should gain
momentum rapidly after the brilliant group of Sophomores acquire
positions of Bach and Haydn
sary for a well oiled team
Loss of last years veterans was
heavy through graduation
and
other means but the loss will
hardly be noticeable as evidence by
the wonan- dlost
record of last
years outfit
The present schedule calls for
14 games and an even break will
be considered by all as a successful
venture
At any rate this corner will wager that the Rosse
Hall roamers score on their opponents
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WHY NOT MAKE THE

Myers Supply Company
116 W HIGH ST

Your M t Vernon Headquarters For
Domestic and Imported Wines

Vermouth

KEYS BARBER SHOP

Champagne

Your Favorite Beer
ICE COLD
COME AND GET IT
Phone 894
Open 8 AM
12 PM
Yes we sell Drewrys beer
Watch for Contest November
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Mt Vernon Ohio

From 930 PM
12
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at
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Continued from page one
For Business or Pleasure
Although it is a full- sized syminstrumentally
phony orchestra
it
Kenyon Students
is on a much smaller scale the
number of players in each section
Call
being reduced
The number of
players never exceeds forty and is
more often thirty to thirtyf- ive
This reduction in size gives a
charm and freshness to the comZone Rates
positions of Bach and Hayden
10c
15c
25c
which are impossible in the large
symphony orchestra
The players are for the most PUB SQL ARE MT VERXON O
part young American musicians
women as well as men The positions of first flute oboe and
THE JACOBS SHOE
horn are held by women
The orchestra is under the able
REPAIR SHOP
direction of Fritz Stiedry a Viennese by birth he is well- known
and
throughout Europe and has held
responsible positions in several
Sohio Service Station
European cities organizing himself the Leningiad Symphony Orchestra which he directed until
1937
His interpretations have
been praised highly by New York
critics since his first American appearance in 1938
The formation of such an orAcross from Post Office
chestra is further evidence of the
tendency toward a revival of interest in 18th century music those
who are interested in this revival Quality Foods and Liquors
all seem to feel that lack of interest in this period is due not to an Berghoff and Schlitz
on Tap
inherently dull characteristics of
the music but rather to a faulty
interpretation and an incorrect
Excellent Mixed Drinks
medium of expression

1922

College Service Station

Lamplit Hour
J

Page Three

Basketball Prediction

In the last Collegian there was
an article on mild subsidation
I would like to inform the writer
of this article that if he means
actual buying of athletes that this
method has been proven unsatisfactory here at Kenyon However
if he means that there would be a
reasonable degree of leniency toward athletes possessing regular
scholarships already I am in favor
of it A good athletic team helps
every College although high scholastic standing is the chief aim
I believe that scholarship men and
men who need NYA assistance
who are also athletes
should be
given first consideration in jobs
that are available around the College
I believe that if my above suggestion were carried out that our
athletic teams would improve rapidly
If an athlete realizes that
he is to be shown some considera
tion by the College he will play
Better and we will have better
teams
When we have better
teams the student bodv is more
enthusiastic and the reputation of
the College profits from his en
thusiasm
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5 PARKLING and clear as a spring
fed brook youll like the refreshing satisfying
it is
goodness of Berghoff Beer It looks good
good
its good for you because Berghoff is
slowly and expensively brewed from quality sunripened grain and pure ingredients Its genuine
old time smack and flavor has been the toast of
beer lovers for more than half a century
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Barre Lyndon

tanism the language we speak is
and South
Central
Cermanic
Americans speak languages largely
their laws and
latin in origin
worship spring primarily from before the Reformation
To know them well is to know
what Cervantes said St Ignatius
and St Theresa to be familiar
with the mighty imaginings of
Velasquez and El Greco In turn
to understand these one should
know Augustin Vergil Homer and
the Bible
But our schools pay less and
less attention to those studies
Modern languages suffer a decline
from many schools the classics
have disappeared altogether Yet
we piously tell ourselves that to
keep international peace we must
understand our neighbors in the
understand indeed when
world
we are deaf to what they say are
unaple to consider what they think
is valuable
Greek and Latin should be revived not as grammatical sciences
but because in the ancient literature is found the most practical
and most persistent knowledge
Do Saint Exupery
about men
the French flyer is right when he
says in his book Wind Sand and
Stars There is but one veritable
problem
the problem of human
languages
Modern
relations
should be supported by schoolThe colleges
boards everywhere
scholarships
need professorships
fellowships and library books for
Without
all the studies of man
neglecting mathematical knowledge
at all we should observe that our
hope of lasting peace depends finally on our knowledge and understanding of men a knowledge both
informed and imaginative in which
the lively loyalties the wit and
the pathos of men whose religion
language and climate differ from
our own may show their neighbors
intimately
and without impediment the humanity common to us
all

Suzanne

Theres

Student Views
On Education
Continued from page one
of the typical comments which we
were permitted to print by the
commentators
I think that if it
Mr Volkmar
is towards unlimited cuts it is
towards the better
I am not disMr W Hoffman
satisfied with it so far and can
see no reason for any change
Mr J Clements
Give the men
something practical
Most of the
things which we study now will
not have a practical application
until one is 35 or 40 years old
Get rid of the cut system
I am in favor of
Mr Flynn
abolishing the cut system and the
adoption of the Chicago Plan
I am in favor
Mr Browning
with the curriculum as it stands
I might add that I would be in
favor of adopting some additional
courses
In particular a course
in music
Mr Timmermeister
I feel that
the language attainment test requirement should b abolishd
Mr Agnew I do not want to
be bothered
Mr R Meyers
I think that it
should be dropped

Bloch

There are four types

of tobaccos found in the more popular
Bright Maryland
cigarettes namely
Burley and Turkish

ALL THESE TOBACCOS

except Turkish which
direct from the planters in Turkey and Greece
and Maryland which is bought through sealed bids
under government supervision are bought at public
auction just like any other auction where you might
have bought in a table or a chair
is bought

THE AUCTION SALE the tobacco is piled in

baskets weighing from about 100 to 500 pounds and
each purchaser buys all of his tobaccos by competitive
bidding for the particular piles he wants

Plymouth

THE CHESTERFIELD BUYERS

buy the best of
these mild ripe tobaccos for the Chesterfield blend
the right amounts
And it is Chesterfields Combination
just enough Maryland
and
of Burley and Bright
just enough Turkish that makes the big difference
between Chesterfield and other cigarettes
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At 430 Thursday afternoon
Miss Suzanne Bloch gave a much
longer and more entertaining recital in the lounge of Peirce Hall
There she had the opportunity to
show the versatility of the instruments and also that of Miss Bloch

A A A

Continued from page one
she played an old English dance
and then proceeded to demonstrate
to the College a bit of Medieval
swing
The aproximinity of that
music to the swing music of today
was remarkable
Next Miss Bloch demonstrated
the recorder a Medieval flute She
said that recorders were made in
five different sizes and that they
were often played in consoles
probably the nearest the Medieval
people came to the swing band of
She played two selections
today
on the recorder and showed remarkable versatility in her playing of this 300 year old instrument
Then Miss Bloch eturned to the
This time she sang an old
lute
French piece and accompanied herself on the lute She said that she
often accompanied vocalists on the
lute but they had sung too loud
and had drowned out the beautiful
tones of the instrument so she

oclock Wednesday Nov

demonstrated how one should sing
in accompaniment to the lute

ONE FT LONG HOT DOGS 10c

FINE LUNCHES

Dr Clitterhouse

Amazing

The

of Chalmers Address
The best way to organize for
peace is to organize our umlerIn this time of
standinK of men
horror in Europe we do well to
think of the peace of the Western
Hemisphere of how to keep it here
And it is
and make it permanent
clear that we must apply this understanding to groups in our own
country Jew Catholic Protestant
Westerner NorthernSoutherner
make friends among them
er
and amonp our neighbors in the
Americas
Chancellor Rruening shortly after the rise of national socialism
led to his departure from Germany spoke of the basic failure in
central Europe which made it possible for dictators to destroy civil
liberties and religious tolerance
The cause he said is to be found
where ever
in the universities
since the World War we have
pinned our hope of national and
world order upon technology rather
languages litthan the studies
erature art philosophy and history
which instruct us about
man
That statement should make
There is noAmericans ponder
thing in itself wrong about technology we can use to advantage
all the medical engineering and
chemical knowledge of our ablest
men of science all the economic
and sociological knowledge of the
masters of statistics But to depend on this type of flunking to
the neglect of the knowledge on
which critical judgment is based
is more than dangerous
Why are checks and balances
useful in a democratic government
There is a brief answer to
that question in the textbook but
any penetrating answer requires
a knowledge of how man has tried
to govern himself and of the best
things he has thought throughout
Only if we knew the
the ages
reasons well will we go to great
lengths to preserve this part of
the American heritage
The schools of the nation have
recently improved popular knowledge about the countries of the
world their products their population their resources their geography and the customs of their
people
All this contributes to
understanding but it does not go
far The young men and women
who proceed to college should be
expected to know not only the apupayarta of othei rtpaixles hiit
something of their minds
How
will they think
Why do they
cherish some ideas which Americans may think trivial
What importance lies for them in art and
customs which Americans may
think stupid or a waste of time
As a people we have made no
serious attempt to understand our
To
neighbors in this hemisphere
do so we must know what they
the best and
have said and done
most enduring tilings
their architecture painting poetry music
and philosophy
North Americans
live in a country first colonized by
northern Europeans Whatever our
religion now the laws and institutions
of our country
were
founded under the influence of the
Frotestant Reformation and Puri
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